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SG discusses semester
system, OSA at meeting
By WARREN I GRODY
Assoclata Writer
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Construction continues at WSU. Side-walk work continues outside the E/M building.
Tsk-Tsk, don't write in the cement
Photo by Brian Kruse

VP for Student Affairs post offered
By KRISTEN HUFF
N d MIKE CORBOY

Wright State is not currently searching for a provost, but is instead
looking for someone tofilla new Vice
President for Student Affairs position,
according to WSU President Paige
Mulhollan.
The provost at Wright State has
been "a position through which all the
other vice presidents reported to the
president," Mulhollan said. The new
Vice President for Academic Affairs
will not act as a middle man for the
president and vice president but will
instead serve primarily as chief
academic officer for the university.
This post will include authority over
"instructional units, colleges and
schools, libraries, academic support
activities such as audio visual backup,
and any organized research units.
(Each of thes-;) will report to the Vice
President for Academic Affairs,"
according to Mulhollan. The president

said he would feel more comfortable
with this arrangement.
An advisory search committee has
been formed to aid the president in
choosing WSU's newest academic
officer. This committee, headed by
Mary Ellen Mazey, director of the
Urban Affairs Program, will be advertising in Chronicle of Higher Education, Affirmative Action Register and
Black Issues in Higher Education.
In the ads, the committee spells out
the qualities it feels a candidate for the
position should exhibit:
"Candidates should have a
demonstrated commitment to promoting the pursuit of excellence in
teaching, research, scholarship and
professional service within and across
a broad range of academic disciplines.
"Applicants must have demonstrated scholarly achievement suitable to
the rank of full professor and
experience in academic administration,
«M pige 3

AFROTC asks B-Board for funding
Air Force ROTC went before
Budget Board yesterday to ask for partial funding of their "Dining Out"
event, which will be held at the Oak
Club Nov. 19.
Ronald L. Grove, Corp. Commander for fall quarter, asked Budget
Board for $400 to cover extra fees.
"We (AFROTC) are charging cadets

for entry for the first time," Grove
said. "But we will still come up short."
Since a quorum was not present at
the meeting, no official action was
taken. However, Andrea Seiger,
chairer of Budget Board, said that a
vote would be taken on or before Nov.
4, and she and Budget Board member
Mark Howard would suggest that a
$400 grant be appropriated.

Student Government discussed
topics ranging from the possible
change to the semester system and the
food services contract to the selection
of OSA delegates in last night's
meeting.
Concerning the possible change
from the present quarter system to
semesters, it was announced that the
Student Affairs Committee was forming a subcommittee to poll students to
get their reaction to the possible
change. The poll is to be given in
selected classes to get as representative
a sampling as possible.
Plans for holding student forums on
the subject were also discussed. The
forums committee had tentatively
planned for four of them over a threeday period in Allyn Hall.
The suggested times for the forum
were 11 a.m.-l p.m. on Monday, Nov.
18; 12:30-1:30 p.m. and 6-7 p.m. on
Tuesday, Nov. 19; and 11 a.m.-l p.m.
on Wednesday, Nov. 20.
Chairer Jennifer Fox suggested one
of the forums be held in the Upper
Hearth Lounge instead of Allyn Hall.
The forum in the Upper Hearth
Lounge could possibly be held later in
the afternoon on Wednesday. This

would occur after peak class hours and
hopefully draw a different group of
people than would a forum in Allyn
Hall earlier in the day.
Doug Crump, a former student at
Miami University, addressed the
meeting on the advantages of a
semester system. According to Crump,
there are a lot of differences between
the two systems. Because of the longer
period of time a semester affords the
student, "You are invited to a deeper
understanding of the subjects. The
extended time allows you to take time
to study both the fundamental and the
obtuse points (of a subject)."
Crump likened the quarter system to
the two minute offense in football. The
quarter system forces students to rely
on rote memorization rather than
enabling them to come to a complete
understanding of what they study.
A college education is supposed to
be a program that is four years of
building cumulative knowledge. "It is
fundamentally wrong to build a
cumulative knowledge on rote
memorization," Crump said.
Rob Tracy, School of Medicine
representative, reported on plans for
selecting delegates to the OSA meeting.
According to Tracy, UCB chairer PetI I I pig* 8

ELSEWHERE
The federal government and the maker of
Riunite brand wine have announced a recall of
four wines that may have been tainted wkh an
industrial solvent used in anti-freeze and
cosmetics.
The chemical, diethylene glycol, has been
found in small traces in 62 bottles of more than
1,000 brands of imported wines tested by the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms.
The solvent isn't approved for use in foods and
beverages and has short and long term health
effects if ingested.
The House-Senate conference committee on
balancing the budget broke apart in disagreement yesterday, bringing the government closer
to a fiscal crisis that could force default ar d
the sale of Social Security assets to pay the
elderly.
A U.S. proposal .ailing for reductions in
nuclear arsenals will be formally presented to
the Soviets today at the superpower arms talks
in Geneva. President Reagan wouldn't go into
specifics yesterday at the White House, but he
said the new arms offer is guided by four
principles-including no first-strike advantage
for either America or the Soviet Union.
The $15.5 billion U.S. trade deficit for
September is the largest on record. Losses in
manufactured goods-especially cars and
textiles-are blamed for the lion's share of the
deficit. A record trade deficit for the year has
sent lawmakers scurrying to design protectionist legislation against low-priced imports.
The government's index of leading economic
indicators edged up a tiny . 1 * for September,

the fifth straight monthly signal of improvement. Commerce Secretary Malcolm Baldridge
says the increase points to "continued
economic growth in 1986," but a leading
economist says trends don't indicate a
"major acceleration."
The nation's top federal contractor has been
suspended from doing business with the
Defense Department for at least 30 days.
Yesterday's decision by the Air Force comes
one day after Rockwell International pleaded
guilty to 20 counts of fraud in mischarging the
Air Force under c >ntracts with its former Collins Communication Systems Division in 1982.
An Air Force spokesman says the suspension
has no immediate impact on the B-l bomber
program.
A federal grand jury has indicted a former
Navy official on charges of lying to the government about dealings he had with General
Dynamics Corporation. Former Assistant
Secretary George Sawyer is accused of concealing the fact that he was interviewing for a job
with the defense contractor, and that the company paid for flights to Chicago and St. Louis
before Sawyer accepted a position with the
company.
The United States hopes great progress will
be made at the upcoming Geneva summit,
according to Secretary c ' State Shultz. He said
yesterday that America has its eyes set on a
range of arms accords to result from next
month's superpower meeting. Shultz added the
U.S. looks for a "hopeful new phase" in relations with the Soviets. He leaves Saturday for
a pre-summit meeting in Moscow.
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Door may open to two new communications degrees
By KAREN SMITH
Aiiocttl* Writer

For students interested in the field
ofVommunications, the door may be
opening soon at WSU to two new
majors in that area. Waiting in the
wings are specific majors in mass communications and organized communications.
The two degree programs have
already been approved by the college
curriculum committee. "At this time,
the two new major programs are pending approval by the university"
through the University Curriculum
Committee, Academic Council and the
Board of Trustees, said Joanne
Ervin, chairer of the Communications
Departmental Curriculum Committee.
Following university approval, the
Ohio Board of Regents will have to
vote in favor of the programs before
they can be implemented. "We
anticipate a decision by the end of this
quarter, at the latest the middle of the
winter quarter," Ervin said.
The idea for these programs came
about from a student survey approximately two and a half years ago. "The
proposal was very student-oriented,"
Ervin pointed out. "The programs
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address student needs, both academic
and career preparation."
The current communications major
program allows students to design their
own curriculum to meet individual
needs. Regardless of the make-up of
courses a student takes, however, the
major title is limited to a general communications label.
Ervin believes a "name degree" will
help Wright State students gain a competitive edge in the job market.

"The programs have been proposed
with the intent to formalize interests
and needs present in the communications department," Ervin stated.
"They will mean clear choices for
students and greater responsiveness on
the part of the organization. The
beneficiaries of the program, however,
are the students.
"The levels of job opportunities in
specific communications areas will at
least remain level, or possibly elevate,
hi the future. I think these programs

will prepare people for existing jobs."
However, Ervin pointed out, "The
enrollment in the program remains to
be seen."
According to Ervin, the departmental core for the two new degree programs will remain the same, but a
major core and major electives will be
made available as well. The regular
departmental electives will remain, but
choices will be limited for the new
majors.

Violinist to perform at WSU
By JAVEO AUDI

Lalgudi Jayaram, an internationally
reknowned violinist from India will
perform in the Concert Hall in the
Creative Arts Center on Saturday,
Nov. 2, at 7 p.m.
The "Music of India" concert is a
part of the ongoing "Festival of India
in USA 1985-1986," a unique program
of art, music, dance, drama, crafts and
films that portray the rich and varied
culture of India.
The program has been made
possible through the cooperation of
over 300 cultural organizations in
India and the United States. It was
Inaugurated by Prime Minister Rajiv
Gandhi last June. The on-going
festival has been termed as an
important milestone in the Indo-U.S.
relationship.
After travelling all over the U.S., the
festival has come to Dayton. It is
being co-sponsored, among others, by
Wright State University, the Indian
community of Dayton, the Indian
Student Club of WSU, and the
University of Pittsburgh.
The musicians appearing in this
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concert hail from south India. They
will perform in the Carnatic music
tradition. This tradition is considered
to be 2,000 years old and owes its
present form to the contributions of
four-saint-composers of South India,
especially Santi Thyagaraja.
The concert soloist, Jayaram,
belongs to the Thyagaraja School; his
great-grandfather was a disciple of the
saint himself.
A violinist possesing a high degree
of technical skill and aesthetic
understanding, Jayaram launched his
music career at the age of twelve as an
accompanist.
His international career began at the
196S Edinburg International Music
Festival, where he was invited by
Yehudi Menuhin to perform. Jayaram
has performed in numerous major
festivals in England, Europe, and the
United States.
In 1972, the title of "Padma Shri"
(the highest civilian award) was
presented to him by the president
of India.
Jayaram will be accompanied by his
son, violinist Lalgudi Krishnan, and
two gifted percussionists, V.
Ramabhadran and T.H. Vinayakram,
who will play the Mridangam (wooden
drum) and the Ghatam (earthen pot).
Ramabhadram has accompanied
Jayaram during the Festival of India
in the United Kingdom in 1982 and on
other European tours. Vinayakram is
presently the Principal of the Drum
Academy (Tala Vadya Vidyalaya) of
Madras, India.

The concert will feature two violins,
on Mridangam, and one Ghatam.
During the last 200 years, Indain
musicians have adopted the European
violin and established it as a leading
concert instrument of Carnatic music.
Jayaram holds the violin at a
downright angle and, like all Indian
musicians, sits cross-legged on a
raised platform.
*
The Mridangam is the principal
drum of Carnatic music. Originally
made from burnt clay, it is now
carved from a single piece of
jackwood.
It is shaped like a barrel and h& two
heads for bass and treble, both m :de
from goat skin. Thedrum is played
with dexterous movement of the
hands, wrists, and fingers.
The Ghatam is a large round pot
made from burnt clay. It is cleverly
designed to produce t'-.e tonic of the
vocalist/instrumentalist. Using palms
and finger tips, the Chatam player
manipulates the mouth of the pot by
letting the air in and squeezing it out
with his palms.
The interplay between the
Mridangam and Ghatam players is an
engaging highlight of most concerts of
Carnatic music.
Tickets for the concert are $8 ($6 for
students). The price will be reduced by
$1 if purchased in advanced. They can
purchased at the Hollow Tree Box
Office or call for information at
373-2900.
For more information, Rae Darby,
Assistant Director of University and
Community Events, at 873-2912.

ESPM is your savings place'
By KERRY OLIVER
Sptcial Writer

If you're in a tight financial situation right now, then the Excess and
Surplus Property ^Management Sales
Center, located in 050 Allyn, is your
savings place.
The term "bargain basement prices"
could literally be applied here. The
Sales Center is in the basement, and
the prices are definitely a bargain.
Whenever various university departments turn in surplus equipment,
ESPM then sells it and gives 85% of
the profit to the department. The
remaining 15% stays with ESPM to

cover a portion of the overhead.
Given top priority on the items,
other university departments have 30
days to "buy it or lose it." After that,
whatever is found on the premises is
fair game. What this means to students
is that calculators, folders, chaks,
used athletic equipment and many
other items are available at extremely
low prices.
Ronald Oldiges, associate director
of Materials Management for Wright
State, made the distinction between
"excess" and "surplus." He defined
excess as "excess material to a parKf page S
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'Dammit Janet, I love you'
By AlANA OK
' OON
FMturM/Enrtrtilnmtnt EdKor

satisfaction.
Susan Sarandon, in her pre-Oscar
Ten years ago Twentieth Century
caliber acting (and singing) days plays
Fox released one of 'he most bizarre
Janet Weiss. When her character
musicals in Hollywood's history. It
comes on screen the audience will
was declared a box office failure.
scream "slut," as she proves, in the
movie, to be.
The film celebrated its anniversary
last night at New York's Beacon
Brad Majors, referred to by the
Theatre.
audience as "asshole," is played by
The story doesn't end there; it is
Barry Bostwick. He is a nerd who also
only the beginning. The film found life
falls into Frank N. Furter's sexual
ways.
on the college film circuit, and on the
midnight circuit of films. Now, in
Other notables are Rocky Horror
1985, The Rocky Horror Picture Show
(Peter Hinwood-talk about poor singis the most successful cult film of all
ing!), Riff Raff (Richard O'Birend)
time.
and Eddie (Meatloaf).
Many people have seen the film over . The criminologist (Charles Gray) is
100 times, and Sal Piro, Rocky Horthe narrator. He has no neck, and a
ror fan club founder, has seen the
"hole" on his chin. His big moment
show over 862 times.
in the i^ovie is when he leads the
Piro thinks the attraction of the film audience through the steps of "The
Time Warp."
is "the message, 'Don't dream it, be
it!' That's what the audience participaRocky Horror has a dull, boring
tion symbolizes. You're not just a seat plot, and the last 15 minutes are truly
potato. You participate! It's about
dreadful. But there is no other movie
liberation and loss ot innocence, things where the audience can participate.
kids are experiencing anyway. Also,
Even where there are restrictions on
the music is infectious and the
throwing rice and shooting water
characters are bizarre."
pistols, the tradition of acting along
Bizarre is the perfect character
with the film, dancing and-yelling to
description. Dr. Frank N. Furter (Tim
the screen remains.
Curry) is the sweet transvestite who
Seeing the movie won't be the best
twists sexual morality to his own
movie experience, but it will be unique!

Young Frankenstein to be shown at WSU
By ALAN A OK
' OON
FMturM/EntMtainmnt Editor

There are a few names that are
associated with a lot of Hollywood
lunacy.
From the '30s, '40s and '50s, names
like Bob Hope, Bing Crosby, Abbott
and Costello, and Martin and Lewis
are comedy standouts.
From the '60s to the present, Monty
Python, Woody Allen, Mel Brooks
and Bill Murray continue to make us
laugh.
Let's talk about Mel Brooks. His list
of films represent much comedy
genius. In films like Blazing Saddles
and The Producers, Brooks provides
the cutting edge of insanity and, yes,
even bad taste into the comic spirit.
Perhaps his most famous single
scene is from Blazing Saddles. It's the
infamous picture of several cowboys
sitting around a campfire eating beans
and passing gas. It's highly crass, and
highly humorous.
Unfortunately, many people
remember only Brooks' most recent
films. To Be or Not to Be was a box
office flop, and though History of the

World, Part 1 fared somewhat better,
especially on cable, the critics panned
»it.
There may be funny moments in
these films, but compared to what
Brooks has done in the past, they are
mostly disappointing.
This weekend, UCB will present one
of Brooks' funniest and most popular
films, Young Frankenstein.
The story is a parody of the classic
tale of Frankenstein, told with new
twists and delightfully demented
characters.
Gene Wilder plays the scientist who
returns to Translyvania to continue the
family project of creating life. He leads
a brilliant cast of comedy actors
including Cloris Leachman, Teri Garr,
Marty Feldman and Madeline Kahn.
It's not being flowery to say this
movie is rich with puns, visuals,
"private jokes," high comedy, low
comedy and farce.
UCB doesn't consider Young
Frankenstein a blockbuster because of
its age and other factors. However, it
is a classic comedy and easily one of
the best of UCB's offerings of the
quarter.
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Poetry-more than just the printed word
By ALANA OK
' OON
FMturM/EntMtHitmnt Editor

Poetry is often thought of in terms
of stuffiness, brandy out of snifters,
and people in smoking jackets reading
Keats and Emily Barrett-Browning
from leather-bound books in front of
a fire in the library of a great mansion.
Or, for others, poetry is most
associated with long-haired, potsmoking hippie-type people, strungout in fields with flowers in their hair
and acting philosohpical.
When Nexus, Wright State's literary
magazine, sponsors it's Poetry
Reading on Nov. 12, poetry will be
brought back down to local and
identifiable terms.
"The reading is being presented for
several r e a s o n s , " said Vance
Wissinger, Associate Editor of Nexus.
Readers can gain experience in the oral
tradition of poetry, and have a forum
for their work. Also, readers can find
interaction within the WSU community and support for their work and
talent
The participants will be reading their
own works of poetry. But not all of the
readers' works are to be featured in the
upcoming issue of Nexus. Therefore,
a variety of poetry and writers will be
heard.
Tim Waggoner, Editor of Nexus,

said "We got an awful lot of poetry
submitted, and a lot of good stuff was
not accepted, but it needs some
kind of exposure. Some people have a
recognizable talent, but not the
polish."
They need more support than is
found in a rejection letter asking them
to try next time, Waggoner added.
Wissinger said by participating,
writers can meet their peers "and interact with them. They can share their
work with the university community
and also get experience in reading. So
often people think poetry is to pick up
and read."
In fact, said Waggoner, poetry is
based in an oral tradition. "All stories
were started that way. People are

VP
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research and teaching."
Mazey said the committee hopes to
bring a minimum of three people to
campus for interviews with all
segments of the university population.
The president should have a minimum
of two candidates to choose from, with
a decision expected before April 15,
1986.
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The Daily Guardian, an independent newspaper, is printed
Tuesday through Friday during the regular school year, and
monthly during summer quarter. The newspaper is published by the
students of Wright State University. 36-tO Colonel Glenn Highway.
Dayton. Ohio 45435; Business Office. 873-2505: Newsroom,
873-2507.
The Daily Guardian subscribes to I 'nited Press International and
the Reader's Digest College Resources Program.
E<. -orials reflect a majority opinion of the editorial board. Views
expressed in columns and cartoons are those of the writers
and artists, and do not necessarily reflect the consensus of the staff.
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Cartoons
It is the ardent opinion of those late
night Daily Guardian employee-: that Saturday
morning cartoon shows have become trash.
Whatever happened to classics like The
Jackson 5, Around the World with the
Harlem Globetrotters, The Groovy Ghoulies,
Space Ghost, Hong Kong Phooey, The
Wacky Races or for that matter any typical
Disney and Chuck Jones fare.
All you see is trash like The Smurfs and the
inadequately animated Mr. Tshow. However,
at least this has some 'moral' value (1 would
listen to an obnoxious wiener, wearing a ton of
gold-plated jewelry anytime).
Where are the great animators of yore?
Where is 'the burial ground of animation
greats'?
We wish they would come back. Saturdays
just aren't fun anymore.

EMHO Club dead, Firebird
Fannies rule the world
Just who is Mr. Firebird, and what is his/her
fascination with white vinyl shorts and glitter.
Stay tuned for further developments, we have
our coupons ready.
Terms of Advertising
The Daily Ok 'titan reserves (he right to censor, reject, altci or refuse
any advertising copy in its sole discretion, or disapprove any advertising
vopy in accordancc with any rules The Daily Guardian may now have
or may adopt in the future conce.ning the acceptance of advei rising
matter.
Advertising that intentionally advocates sedition or other illegal actions,
violates normal standards, or attacks an individual's worth on the basis
of race, nationality, ethnic group, sex or religion is prohibited.
Appearance of advertising in The Daily Guardian should not be used
to infer the staff supports ot condones the use of the products or services mentioned therein.

Letter Policy
The Daily Guardian encourages letters from its readers, and will
print them without altering content or intent.' However, we reserve
the right to edit letters for grammar, spelling, and space limitations.
Letters must be exclusive t > The Daily Guardian and signed with
name, class rank and major or staff position; unsigned letters will
under no circumstances be printed. Please include address and
telephone number for verification of authorship.
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Support the College Peacewalk
On March 1, 1986, five thousand people will
leave the Los Angeles Coliseum for a ninemonth, 3,235-mile walk to Washington, D.C.,
in what is billed as "nothing less than the most
powerful and exciting citizen's movement for
peace in history".

raised in this walkathon will be used to pay for
the nearly 2,600 tents the marchers will use.
The tents that students finance will bear the
name and mascot of the»r school or organization and will be returned to the school when the
march is complete.

This weekend you will have a chance to be
a part of this movement. On Saturday, a nationwide Peacewalk is being organized to raise
money to help finance the march. The
Peacewalk is a ten kilometer walkathon. Money

Any one who might be interested in participating in the Peacewalk should contact Dr.
Reed Smith at 278-4015.

Letters to the editor
In response to Dave Moorman's letter "Are
the Greeks Practicing Nepotism?" I would like
to ask the following question.
Would he have written such an inflamatory
letter had Betsy Hand, Pam Proeschel, and
Missy Tobias been good friends and not greeks?
I don't think so. Sure, there would be a certain
amount of grumbling and sour grape comments,
but face it, things like this happen in the
real world.
Many times getting a job or being appointed
to a particular position isn't a matter of talent
or experience, but rather knowing the right
people in the right places.
If the President of the United States can
appoint his friends to high offices whether
they're qualified or not (ala the Jimmy CarterBurt Lance affair) why not the members of

ICC? and 1 m not saying Missy is unqualified.
I don't know her and can't make that judgment.
I'm also not going to judge her one way or
the other simply because she's greek as
Moorman does.
He concedes that both Pam and Betsy have
"proven to be technically competent." Isn't it
just possible Betsy feels Missy would do a good
job as V.C. of Communications? Moorman
doesn't seem to think so, and that's a
damn shame.
Face it, Dave, if the situation were reversed
wouldn't you do the same? Honestly?
Stephen Cook
Senior
English
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NO MORE KINKY SECRETARIES f
NO MORE LONELY STOCKBROKERS f THIS BOY HAS
BEEN PROMOTEP '
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distanced from poetry because the
meaning isn't clear on the written
page."
At the forum, a listener will be able
to understand the meaning more easily than in reading because the author
of each work will be reading their own
poetry.

Masting: Campus Bible Fellowship meets
for Bible study from 12 noon-1 p.m. in 345
Allyn and from 1-2 p.m. in 364 Allyn.
Seminar: Dr. Robert Salomon, professor of
chemistry at Case Western Reserve University, will discuss "Sterocontrolled Total
Synthesis of Complex Natural and
Unnatural Products" at 3:30 p.m. in 132
Oelman. For more information, call
George Hess at 873-2855.
A really fun time: The Event, featuring fun,
food, music and scintillating conversation,
takes place this and every Friday from 8-11
p.m. in the Campus Ministry Center.
Everyone is welcome and it is free.
At the Movies: UCB presents two showings
of Young Frankenstein at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
in 112 Oelman. The cost is $2.
UCB presents the horror film 2,000
Maniacs at midnight in 112 Oelman. The
cost is $2.
Ye Olden Days: Tickets go on sale today in
the Hollow Tree Box Office for the annual
Madrigal Dinner to be held Dec. 10-13.
Make plans now.
Music: The Blues Doctor returns to Wright
State with mainstream jazz and blues from
4-6:30 p.m. in the Club, University Center.
Coffee and Music: The International Coffee
Hour will be held from 3-5 p.m. in 041-043
University Center. It will feature a sampling
of music from India.
Friday at the Hearth: Professors Nicholas
Piediscalzi and Robert Thobaben will present "Coexisting with the Soviet Union:
Developing Mutual Understanding and
Opening Up Avenues of Exchange" at 2
p.m. in the Upper Hearth Lounge. It's the
first of three discussions relating to
"Perspectives on the USSR: the Myths, the
Reality, the Issues" which will lead into the
National Issues Forum on Nov. 22.

SATURDAY

At the Movies: UCB presents Young
Frankenstein at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in 112
Oelman. The cost is $2.
The cult film 2,000 Maniacs, also
presented by UCB, will be shown tonight
at midnight in 112 Oelman. The cost is $2.
Movies with a purpose: A film festival for all
ages will begin at 2:15 p.m. in 116 Health
& Sciences Building. Admission is a
requested donation of one non-perishable
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When an author reads their own
work, they will emphasize the words as
they intended them to be emphasized
in writing. The difference is incease
meaning.
The Nexus Poetry Reading will be
held from 3-5 p.m. in 155 C University Center on November 12. For more
information contact the Nexus office
at 006 University Center, around the
corner from the Rat.
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Wheelchair B-Ball team against Louisville
food product per person to benefit needy
families in the Dayton area. The films to
be shown are Cartoons featuring Donald
Duck, Ferdinand. Mr. Magoo, and WoodyWoodpecker, Escape to Witch Mountain
with Bette Davis and Dean Jones, and
Secret of Nimh. The project is sponsored
by a COM 141 group.
Drama: British actor Frank Barrie will perform his acclaimed one-person show
Macreauy! at 8 p.m. Tickets are $6. For
reservations or more information, call the
University Theatre Box Office at 873-2500
SUNDAY

At the Movies: UCB presents the final showing of Young Frankenstein at 6:30 p.m.
The cost is $2.
UCB also presents the final showing of
2,000 Maniacs tonight at 9 p.m. The cost
is $2.
Drama: Macready.', a one-person show performed by British actor Frank Barrie, will
have its final performance at Wright State
at 3 p.m. For reservations or more information, call the University Theatre Box
Office at 873-2500.

MONDAY

Meetings: The Kung Fu WuShu Club will
meet at 7 p.m. in the Wrestling Room, 043
P.E. Building.
The Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity meets
at 7 p.m. in 041-043 University Center. The
Executive Committee will meet at 5 p.m.
Students for America will meet in 321
Allyn at 3 and 5 p.m.
The Baptist Student Union meets at 7:30
a.m. in the University Center Cafeteria.
The Baptist Student Union Noon Day
Devotional will be held from 12 noon-l2:30
p.m. in room 416 of'the Library.
Let's do Lunch: Desiree Nickell, Writing Lab
Supervisor, will discuss "Sharpening
Writing Skills" from 12 noon-12:50 p.m.
in 158 Milieu.
Literally speaking: Michael Mott, prolific
author of poetry and novels, will give a
poetry reading at 2 p.m. in 175 Millett. At
8 p.m., he will deliver a lecture titled
"Thomas Merton: Biography and
Autobiography," in 109 Oelman. His visit
is part of the Visiting Writer series sponsored by the department of English.

By RICK FISHMAN
Associate Writer

Wright State's wheelchair basketball
team opens its season against the
University of Louisville in Lexington,
Kentucky, this weekend with games on
both Saturday and Sunday.
Last year, WSU lost to the Cardinals
by four points.
Coach Dan Byrnes feels both his
new and returning players are ready
for Louisville, since " I think it's one
of the teams that I've picked we can
beat this year."
The new players are Tim
Przyborowski, Duncan Long and
Laura Krendl. Returning players
include Andy Krieger and Pam
Stewart.
Last Friday, the Raiders lost an
exhibition game to the University of

Cincinnati by a 10-point margin,
48-38. The Raiders had a five-point
lead, 23-18, by the end of the first half,
but then WSU ran into a press by Cincinnati in the second half.
The Raiders have been practicing
their ball movement this week because
of the turnovers committed against
Cincinnati.
" I am looking for a good game from
Tim, Andy and Pam this weekend,"
Byrnes said.
Byrnes further commented. "If we
put together two good halves, play as
good as we did, be able to handle the
press a little better, move the ball up,
get it down in scoring position, I think
our kids this year will surprise a fewpeople."
Wright State finished third in their
conference last year, not fourth as we
reported last week.

ESPM
continued from page 2
ticular department. If there is excess in
that area, it can be used for another
department." Oldiges continued, " I f
there is no further use, then it becomes
surplus. This means no one has a.iy use
for it at all."
According to manager Marvin
Manker, over a half million dollars has
been grossed since March 1, 1983,
ESPM's opening date.
"When the operation first started,
we didn't really know what to expect,"
said Oldiges. "Now it's moving so
fast, we don't know what to expect this
year's profit figures to be.'
In its first year of operation, ESPM
took in nearly Si32,000. This figure
increased to $140,000 the following
year.
On November 7, Wright State will
send a "surplus delegation" to Miami

University for the Regional Meeting of
the National Association of Education
Buyers to present our success story,"
Oldiges stated.
"It is very important for students to
know what we have to offer. ESPM is
a real boon, a benefit for students,"
he said.
"Almost anything you need is right
here," said Manker. ESPM's hours are
11-1 p.m. Monday through Friday,
and Tuesday and Wednesday nights
from 5-7:30 p.m.
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Eifert improves with age

By MIKE SAKAL
Associate Writer

Give her an " E " for Eifert.
Gail Eifert, a senior and four-year
letter winner on Wright State's
volleyball team, is not your ordinary
volleyball player. Starting her
volleyball career in fourth grade, Eifert
has put forth a lot of effort and
determination to become a better
player.
Following in her older sister's
footsteps, Gail started playing for a
team with the Catholic Youth
Organization in St. Anthony's Elementary School.
" I always wanted to play volleyball
as my older sister," said Eifert. Her
volleyball playing continued and Gail
kept improving with age.
Playing volleyball for four years for
Dayton's Belmont High School, Gail
was selected as MVP both her junior
and senior years and was captain of the
team her senior year. She was also
selected as first-team All-City for her
high school team.
"I've always played volleyball with
people older than me," Eifert said. She
received her experience playing with
older people by being a part of the
United States Volleyball Association.
" A lot of people I played with there
taught me a lot," she said. " I was still
in school playing against people that
were already out of school."
Adjusting to volleyball on the
collegiate level wasn't too difficult for
Eifert. "My first reaction to playing

mentals together when you're on the
court.
"I've always been determined to be
a better player than I was said," said
Eifert.
Eifert, a strong front line player,
attributes the team's success to
everyone getting along on and off the
court. "There's really no cliques on the
team and we play well together as a
team. There's nobody playing for
themself," Eifert said.
"I've been really fortunate not to
have any major injuries," she said.
However, she does have a mild bursitis
condition that acts up depending on
the weather.

Eifert
|
my freshman year was 'what am 1
doing here?"' she said. "(Head
Coach) Peg (Wynkoop) has taught me
a lot."
Eifert is currently co-captain of the
team, but really doesn't picture herself
as a leader. "I really don't see myself
as the leader," said Eifert, '"but
someone may try my technique at
hitting the ball. There's really no leader
on the team but, if anybody, it should
be Sharon Kroger.

One of the highlights for Eifert this
season was traveling to New York to
take part in the eleven-team West
Point Classic. "We really had a good
time up there and they treated us
really nice," said Eifert. "We took
second place at the West Point Classic
and that's a lot better than eleventh
place."
When asked about the team's

chances for nationals, Eifert said she
really doesn't want to think that far
ahead. "I don't really look that far in
the future. I just play one game at a
time," said Eifert.
Eifert is currently looking forward
to taking part in the Ferris State Classic
in Michigan this weekend. "We expect
to do a good job there," Eifert said,
"so we could go on to Regionals."
Athletics have always occupied a
major part of Eifert's time. She comes
from an athletic-oriented family, with
five older brothers and four sisters.
"Everyone ^n my family has played
sports at one time or another,"
Gail said.
However, Gail and her younger
sister, Sharon, are the only two vho
have taken their athletics to college.
Sharon plays for Sinclair College's
volleyball team.
" I really kept up volleyball playing
to help get a scholarship to continue
my education," Eifert said. Eifert is a
major in business education and plans
on a teaching career in her future.

FIGHT IIJNG DISEASE
WIT!I ( IIRJSTMAS SEAIX

"When I'm out there to play, 1 want
to win and I want the team ro do
well," Eifert said. "It takes a lot of
concentration to put your funda-

UNIVERSITY CENTER BOARD
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POSITION AVAILABLE
COFFEEHOUSE/RA THSKELLAR

Ndw open
for all persons interested.
Pick-up an application in
008 University Center.
Deadline is J|OVEMBER STH
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JOIN THE fCREW OF THE
BEST ORGANIZATION ON
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TWIST THE NIGHT AWAY
FOR UNDER $5

Unwind and
enjoy a delicious
Spaghetti dinner
with one of our
made-from-scratch
sauces for under $5
Each generous
portion served with
minestrone soup or
crisp salad and hot
San Francisco sourdough bread. So
come share the
Pastatively Good"
times. And values
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36 W. 5th Street
461-3913
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Ellinger unitentional standout
Amy Ellinger is a standout for a
team she never intended to play for.
Like other athletes on the women's
soccer team, Ellinger, a goalie, was
contacted about playing soccer after it
was noted on her college application
that she had been involved with the
sport.

monkeying around with it."
Ellinger, an Enon native, went to
Greenon High School, where she was
named All-Dayton Area three times.
"My freshman year was the first year

Ellinger

Women's soccer loses to Xavier
By JIM FRAKKLAND

It must be something about
Cincinnati.
In a game reminiscent of an earlier
loss to the University of Cincinnati,
Wright State's women's soccer team
was beaten by Xavier University 4-0 in
Cincinnati Tuesday.
The Raiders' record falls to 3-5,
while Xavier goes to 11-3-1.
Much .like Cincinnati, Xavier's
offense scored early and often,
scoring their first goal three minutes
into the game, and three of their four
goals within the first 12 minutes.
Like Cincinnati, Xavier's offense
was able to reload for shot after shot.
In the first half alone, the Musketeers
took 21 shots on goal (35 for the
game). The Raiders, on the other
hand, were held to one shot in the first
half and just 11 overall.
The Raiders did come close to
getting on the scoreboard. A goal was
taken away from Wright State by the
referee when a Raider was called for
pushing at the time of the goal.
Like the game against Cincinnati,
the Raiders produced a strong second-

She is currently out for th£ season
due to a knee injury suffered during a
WSU-Louisville soccer match that the
Raiders won 2-1.
Ellinger isn't even sure how or when

half effort against Xavier, keeping the
Musketeers from scoring again until
halfway through the second period.
"It was like half down, half u p , "
Raider Head Coach Maggie Brandon
said afterward.
"(We) didn't look like we were
ready to play for twenty to 25 minutes
(into the game)," Brandon said.
The recent play of backup
goalkeeper Roz Richardson was the
subject of continued praise by
Brandon.
Richardson, normally a forward,
was forced into the starting
goalkeeper's slot due to a knee injury
to Amy Ellinger.
"Roz (has) had a lot shoved on
her," Brandon said. "(She has been)
put kind of in a hard spot (by
Eliinger's
injury), but her attitude is really good.
"She made a lot of good stops
(against Xavier),"Brandon said.
Next up for Wright State is a
rematch with the University of
Louisville, who the Raiders recently
beat by a 2-1 count. Starting time for
Saturday's game is 2 p.m.

The newly reactivated Wright State
University Archery Club is hosting its
first archery tournament this Saturday
in the auxiliary gym, 167 P.E.
Building. There will be a collegiate
division competition and an open division competition. Awards will be
presented in men's, women's and mixed teams for the first three places.
There will be equipment inspection
at 8:30 a.m. and the first end begins
at 9 a.m.
Entry fees for the collegiate division
are $7 (free if you belong to the WSU
Archery Club) and $10 for the open
division. This tournament is held

When someone
in your family
gets cancer,
everyone
in your family
needs help.
Nobody knows better than
we do how much help and
junder.star.ding is needed. That's
why our service and rehabilitation
grams emphasize the whole
-nily, not just the cancer patient.
Among our regular services
we provide information and
guidance to patients and families,
transport patients to and from
treatment, supply home care items
and assist patients in their return
to everyday life.
Life is what concerns us.
So you can see we are even
more than the research organization we are so well known to be

Writers' Block
Cured
Send $2 for catalog of over 16,000 topics,
to assist your writing efforts and help you
beat Writer's Block. For information call
Toll-free 1-800-621-5745. (In Illinois, call
312-922-0300.) Authors' Research, Room
600-N, 407 South Dearborn, Chicago IL
60605.

under the sanctions of the National
Archery Association. Shooters must
wear white clothes, no painter's pants
or jeans; teams must wear team
uniforms.
Some of the teams that will be competing are Case Western, Kent State,
Purdue, Ohio State and Miami
University.

"Knowledge is of two kinds.
We know a subject
ourselves, or we know
where we can find
information upon it."

tau canfinda walth of
information from the Federal Government
ai Depostory libraries Contact your
local lib ran

The Federal Depaafeory
Uferary Program
Oftn-oJd* PUMK PMiwr.
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'AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY'
T0NITE: 7:30

MARIE
SISSY SPACEK [pTTTg

TUTORS N E E D E D
APPLICANT MUST HAVE A
3."00 AVERAGE IN THE SUBJECT TO BE TUTORED. PAY
IS $3.85 AN HOUR.
APPLY IN ROOM 131
STUDENT
SERVICES
BUILDING. CALL 873-2865
IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS.

the injury occurred. "I think it happened in the second half, but I didn't
feel it until 1 sat down and relaxed in
the locker room after the game," she
said.
A rehabilitation therapy major, Ellinger is considering working with
athletes as a physical therapist.

Archery tourney to be held

" I got a letter in the mail from the
athletic department. Then we had to
get in touch with the coach. After that
the coach called and gave details about
physicals and tryouts. After a lot of
worrying and hard practices, I found
out I made it," Ellinger said.
The 19 year-old athlete became
interested in soccer at an early age. "I
was about six years old and my brother
was playing soccer. I just started

the girls' soccer program started at
Greenon," Ellinger said.
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Student Government
contmutd Irom page 1

sy Hand and ICC chairer Pam Proeschel had volunteered to serve in the
delegate selection committee. He also
pointed out a need to notify the student body that applications for
delegates to C)SA were being accepted.
Clark Denman, Liberal Arts
Representative, pointed out that there
had been "harsh criticism of Betsy and
Pam" in the Guardian in recent days
concerning the influence of Greek
organizations in student activities.
Denman mentioned that "to have
(Greeks comprise) two-fifths of the
selection committee could be
dangerous."

Anyone interested in serving as a
delegate is encouraged to stop by the
Student Government office to fill out
an application.
The Food Services committee is
seeking input to determine if the
students are satisfied with the type of
food and the service they are currently
receiving in campus eating facilities.

The reason the committee needs the
input is that the contract for food services is about to expire. American Services, the company which currently has
the contract, has made an offer that
includes a $100,000 investment to
expand the size of the area in the
cafeteria by 75%. If American Services
Fox pointed out Student Govern- keeps the contract, the expansion
ment would have final approval of the could be completed by December.
delegates and suggested "we all cross
If students are dissatisfied with the
that bridge when we come to it." Stu- service, however, now is the time to
dent Government could replace make the change. Greg Coffey, Science
delegates if they suspected people were and Engineering Representative,
being appointed for their Greek affilia- would like to encourage student partions. It was decided that UCB and ticipation in helping make this
ICC members be allowed to elect their decision.
representatives to the selection
committee.
A possible solution to the parking
Tracy explained that Student
problem was also discussed. Jennifer
Government will be accepting applica- Fox reported a recent conversation she
tions from November 4-8 from people had with President Paige Mulhollan in
who wish to serve as OSA delegates. which he expressed the opinion that the
The committee will make its selections way to solve the problem would be to
on the 12th and Student Government
schedule more classes in the afternoon.
will vote on the committee's selections
The problem with that solution is
on the 14th. The OSA meeting is traditionally both students and faculscheduled to begin November 16.
Ly have shown a reluctance to par-

CLASSIFIED AD FORM
Place your classified ad in THE DAILY
GUARDIAN. Only $1 for 25 words or less.
Fill out this form and bring it to 046 University Center. Ad must be paid in full prior to
appearing. No Refunds on Classified Ad.
Please Print
Name
Address
Phone
Dates ad Is to run

ticipate in classes during that time
period. Students must decide if they
are willing to take afternoon classes in
order to solve the parking problem,
according to Fox.
In other business, Student Government unanimously approved the
appointment of six people to serve on
the University Divisibn committee
after a closed session. Faculty evaluations were also discussed.
Fox pointed out that a fear exists
that students would go too easy on

For Sale

TYPING: THESIS, TERM papers, and rejuroes.-'Experienced, reasonable, word processor. 15 years
professional secretarial experience. 426-8511.

1973 CHEVY CAPRICE: 95.000 mite. All new
brakes, shocks and muffler syste-n Asking $425,
or make offer. Call 299-3662.

NEED A PAPER TYPED? Call Gene at 878-7459.
Word processing- term papers, thesism
manuscripts, dissertations. Fast, reliable service.
Typewriter quality.

Wanted
LITTLE CAESARS PIZZA is accepting applications
for full and part-time. Apply in person at 1080
Kauffman Ave. Skyway Plaza, Fairborn.
PERMANENT PART-TIME POSITIONS No selling.
Opportunity for advancement. Detail oreinted.
Must be able to work: Swing shift- Friday 5:00
pm to 12:30 am. Saturday & Sunday 9:30 am to
4:30 pm, Monday 5:00 pm to 12:30 am; or night
shift- Monday through Thursday or Tuesday
through Friday 5:00 pm to 12:30 am. Call
296-1739. Burke Marketing Research, 3077 Kettering Blvd., Moraine Ohio 45439.
WANTED: KYLE (the baseball player) by (the
clown). Had a great time at the Pumpkin Hunt!
Want to see you again! drop a letter by Q168.
RESPONSIBLE STUDENT to rent basement apartment 2 bedroom, I bath, private entrance. Use
of: Garage with opener, washer/dryer. Cable TV
hook-up. $200 a month utilities included. Call
879-2210 between 5-10 pm.
COMIC BOOKS-BUY. sell, TRADE7New-usedsupplies. Now buying!!! For information, call
845 9537, or G-401.

WANTED: WOMEN VOLUNTEERS^between the ages
of 18-40 who are interested in enrolling in an approved barrier contraceptive research study;
please call the Frederick A. White Center at
873-3400 for more details.

SAME DAY SERVICE
In By 10:00 - Out By 5:00
2 LOCATIONS

Corner Of Broad & Central

879-7C27
DRIVE THRU WINDOW!

by

Do Nat Write
Date

Services

FOR SALE 1974 Plymouth Satellite: 94,000 mile.
Runs great. Must sell! S400 or make offer. Call
429-0076.

DRY CLEANING
& SHIRT LAUNDRY

fm Qffk* UM Only

In other matters, the government
plans to field two College Bowl teams
and also began considering some sort
of memorial for the student found

CLASSIFIEDS

MATURE ROOMMATE NEEDED: Non-smoker. To
share 2-story, 3-bedroom house with student. 10
minutes to WSU. $175, includes utilities and
phone. Call 461-4317, leave message.

Message

instructors in their evaluations.
SG also approved having President
Mulhollan commission someone to
compose a new alma mater for the
university on the condition that it can
be rejected if it does not meet their
approval.

1352 K a u f f m a n Ave.
Between Garland &
Dayton-Yellow Springs Rd

878-3443

NEED MONEY FOR GRAD SCHOOL? We can match
your needs with available grants. For free information. write: COLLEGE CONNECTION, Box
262. Graduate Dept., Dayton, Ohio 45449.
DO YOU NEED a lawyer? Fuad Na.srallah, 3rd National Building Suite 849. Downtown. Low student rates. Call 224-8200.
THE WORD SHOP—Word processing services, 'erm
papers, resumes, letters, theses; skilled in MPA
format: revision and consultation available. Professional and accurate service; letter-quality printing. Call 426-3374.
ASAP OFFICE SERVICES. Professional typing and
word processing of resurr es, term papers,
manuscripts, thesis, etc. Call 435-2860.

Personals
A OAY OFF So you want the day off. Let's take
a look at what you are asking for. There are 365
days pei year available for work. There are 52
week per year in which you already have two
days off per week, leaving 261 days available for
work. Since you spend 16 hours each day away
from work, you have used up 170 days, leaving
only 91 days available. You spend 30 minutes
each day on coffee break that accounts for 23
days each year, leaving only 68 available. With
a one hour lunch period each day, you have used up another 48 days leaving only 22 days
available for work. You normally spend 2 days
per year on sick leave. This leaves you only 20
day s available for work. We offer 5 holidays per
year, so your available working time is down to
15 days. We generously give you 14 days vacation per year which leaves you only I day
available for work and I'll be damned if you're
going to take that off!!!
CUSHLAMOCHREE, How was your trip back from
Cincinnati Tuesday night? The Greyhound liked what it saw and so did I. Emerald Eyes.
TIME IS running out! Sign up now to go to Aspen
with the WSU Ski Club. December 6th-14th.
Come Thursday to 041 University Center at 9:15
pm for details.
POUND in University Center bathroom. Ladies
class ring found October 29th. Contact Wendy
in TTie Daily Guardian Office 046 University
Center.
S10-S360 WEEKLY/UP Mailing C i r c u i t No
quotas! Sincerely interested rush self-addressed
envelope: SUCCESS. P.O. Box 470CEG.
Woodstock, Illinois 60098.

